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On first learning the neaning of a picture, il would naturastrike the mind, says the Illustrated Carpenter and Builder, tia sure and easy method of carrying any point from its positiin space to its position in the picture would give anyone tpower of drawing the outline required. Such a process rmigbe laborious, but it would put the wiole design within possilreach. This method would be an excellent one for learners
begin with, previously to entering on tite use of vanishing poinit would be sotnething like learnrng to count with pebibles befoentering on tire common rules of arithinetic. Even withcdiagrams it nay be possible to give such a description of tprocess as will enable sorine who have never attempted anythibefore to put a few simple figures tuo perspective. Let tpicture plane, which suppose transparent, be spread out biefothe spectator, reachimg down to tite ground, and bounded ithe right by a side wall, which extends both before and behiit. Every point which is to be drawrn has a point directly belcit on the ground, which call its ground-point ; and a poidirectly opposite on the side wall, which call its side point. Athe ground points make, when properly jointed, what the arcitect calls a plan ; ail the side points are elevation. The pictuwould be called a section if points were taken on it oppositethe poînts ti be represented ; instead of this a point 15 careeto its place on the picture along a fine drawn to a certain poru front of the picture, which represents the eye of the spectato
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This eve-point has also its groun i point and its sie-point.
hat lte picture has its ground line and its side line, and everyat point in the picture has its ground-point upon the ground-line
hn an its side point upon the side fine. A picture-point is known
he when we know where the ground-point is by ils distance froi
lit the side fine, and where the side-point is by its distance front)le the ground fne. To lay down a given point on the picture,
to draw a hne fromt its ground-point to the ground point of thets eye ; that hne meets the giound line of the picture in the groundite point of the picture point required. In the last sentence for
Ut ground read side, and we sec how to find the side point of thehe picture point in the side lne of the picture. Two linei beinghg dîawn on a paper perpendicular to one another, the right sidehe of the paper inay represent the side wall laid flat on the groundre by turning round its ground fne, and the left side nay represent
in te ground plane. The two sides of the fine which separates theid upper part of the paper from the lower represent the ground linew and side fne of the picture. Take another paper, or another
ut part of the saine paper, draw two perpendiular fines, lay downthe ground and side picture points by taking their distancesi- fron the paper on which they have been found, and the pointsre of the picture may at once be put in their places. This is ant0 explanation of the principle of a picture and an exhibition of ad sufficient method of construction ; that is of sufficient power,rt but ot of sufficient facility ; every point ncqtîuires the drawing
r. of tiîree fines.
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